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Ransomware is a form of malicious software that latches 
onto a system and encrypts the files within it, making them 
inaccessible to the user. The attackers behind this malicious 
activity typically demand payment in terms of currency 
(crypto or cash) in return for the keys to decrypt the files. 
A recent ransomware which has become viral since January 
2018 is named GandCrab. This ransomware is believed 
to be distributed as a Ransomware-as-a-Service2,3. 

GandCrab initially differentiated from other ransomware by 
demanding a ransom in DASH7 cryptocurrency. The developers 
behind GandCrab have been continuously updating and 
releasing improved versions, with approximately six variants 
observed to date: GDCB, GandCrab V2, GandCrab V3, 
GandCrab V4, GandCrab V4.1, GandCrab V4.1.25. Just recently, 
version 5 of the ransomware has also been released.

The variants differ in terms of distribution mechanism and 
attack-vector features they utilize. Our goal of this blog is to take 
quick look into these variants and provide insightful information 
into how they are impacting users and IT across the globe. 
For the first iteration of GandCrab (GDCB v1), security firm 
and vendor Bitdefender released a decrypter, but the creators 
behind this ransomware have since released many improved 
variants making this iteration of the decrypter ineffective.6

GandCrab employs a variety of methods to propagate itself, some 
of which include using JavaScript droppers, document droppers 
as well as exploit kits1. What brought this specific ransomware 
out from under the radar was the use of widespread email 
phishing campaigns. As part of these email spam campaigns, 
the emails contain archived attachments that included hidden 
JavaScript or document droppers that are obfuscated. The 
javascripts/vba scripts after deobfuscation execute one-line 
powershell commands to download and execute malicious 
payload. In addition, this approach, another variant uses the 
same distribution technique of email spamming, but directly 
downloads and executes the file without going through the 
powershell3. Other methods utilized Rig and GrandSoft exploit 
kits for spreading the ransomware. Cisco Talos later found that 
the newer variants also resorted to using compromised websites 
as part of the attack vector, one of which included a website for a 
courier service and a WordPress site4. FireEye also reported that 
the Fallout exploit kit is also distributing GandCrab ransomware.8

GandCrab has 

infected over 

50,000 victims 

and claimed an 

estimated $300-

600K in ransom 

payments.2
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The GandCrab ransomware uses custom packing in addition to techniques like 
reflective DLL loading to obfuscate the binary. While version 1 unpacked itself into 
memory with RWE permissions and executed, version 2 made use of a reflective 
DLL technique to load itself into memory and later versions (v4 and others) moved 
away from using this technique.3 While the initial versions have the general workflow 
and techniques mentioned below, later versions exhibit differences in the encryption 
mechanisms used. Examples include using Salsa20 ciphers in the delivery of the 
ransom notes similar to the most recent version in creating a html ransom note.9

The basic workflow of this ransomware consists of first extracting system specific 
information of the victim: the antivirus systems used, local disk type and available space 
information. It passes this information to its command control and uses the data to 
perform a preliminary check to avoid encryption for specific targets. It then terminates 
processes critical to the files targeted to be encrypted and tries to achieve one-time 
persistence. This ransomware also uses a common technique of storing the ransom 
note as well as the lists of file extensions to be avoided for encryption in xored format 
within the binary itself. These are decrypted on the fly when GandCrab executes. 

The next major component of the ransomware workflow is key 
generation. There are mainly three types of encryptions used: 

• RSA-2048 for encrypting the AES keys

• AES keys and IV for encrypting individual files 

• RC4 for encrypting the content to be sent to command control

An initial connection to command control is established after the encryption process begins. 
The ransomware iterates through the local disk to find files to encrypt after checking against 
the list of defined exceptions. After all targeted files are encrypted it sends the statistics and 
status of the encryption process to command control and deletes any shadow volume copies. 

With the rise of malware and ransomware, the enterprise branch is at increased 
risk of being impacted by unsuspecting users clicking on seemingly benign emails 
which are used in these phishing and spam campaigns. Comprehensive security is 
needed not only the user-devices but the networking and edge services that provide 
connectivity and visibility to the Internet and corporate resources. While SD-WAN 
serves to provide seamless and easier cloud access with native secure site-to-site 
connectivity, organizations still need a validated and recommended security solution 
to detect, protect and notify against evolving threats such as ransomware. 

Versa Networks unifies and integrates advanced security and 
networking into a cloud-native contextually-aware software stack that 
delivers SD-WAN and security as a fully integrated solution. 

The AV engine in Versa FlexVNF can detect the different versions, as well as identify and 
protect against the various stages of the GandCrab ransomware lifecycle. This report will 
provide a deep technical analysis into the behavior and techniques used by GandCrab. 
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Technical Analysis
Upon analysis of unpacked GandCrab V2 
(f93379f495ce3c025b8f2ad59779d2de28f00a25b6206572522a71028f925f01) 
we identify that the execution starts at the DLL EntryPoint. It creates 
a thread which calls a function to execute the ransomware. 

It starts by collecting the information of the victim’s system and terminates a set 
of processes that may use the files the ransomware is targeting to encrypt. It then 
generates a public/private key pair that is used as part of the encryption process. 
It then proceeds to iterate through the local drives on the system to encrypt 
the files present. The ransomware communicates with the command control in 
between this process to send collected information about the victim system.

Information Collection

The first activity of the ransomware when it executes on the 
victim system is to collect the following information:

• Username

• Computer Name

• Domain Name

• Locale Name

• Keyboard layout

• Product Name

• Native System Information

• Antivirus installed 

• File System Volume

• Processor Name

• Drives Available

It checks to see if a specific keyboard layout is set to a specific value, 419, which represents 
a Russian keyboard layout and then terminates the process if this is found true.
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Fig 1: Check for Russian Keyboard layout

Then it concatenates some of the information collected and creates a 
CRC32 hash which acts as a ransom-id for each victim system. The ransom-
id along with the computer domain name is used to create a mutex.

Fig 2: Mutex Creation
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Fig 3: Antivirus Checklist

The ransomware continues to also check for the presence of specific device drivers:

• klif.sys 

• kl1.sys

• fsdfw.sys

• srtsp.sys

• srtsp64.sys

• FavEx15.sys

• NavEng.sys

If all the checks pass, it copies itself to the path “%Appdata%\Microsoft\” as a file 
with a .exe extension. It then also creates a registry key at: “SOFTWARE\Microsoft\
Windows\CurrentVersion\RunOnce” to maintain one-time persistence.

Process Termination

It also takes care to terminate all the processes that may lock files that the 
ransomware has targeted to encrypt before starting the encryption process. 
These applications broadly fall under the following categories:

• Browsers

• Database application

• Document Viewers

• Mail Application 
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Fig 4: List of processes to be terminated

The ransom note is present in encrypted form within the 
binary. It decrypts it by xoring with 0x5.

It also has a placeholder {USERID}, which is substituted 
with the ransom-id created for each victim.

Fig 5: Ransom Note Decryption
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Key Generation

GandCrab generates an RSA-2048 key pair for each victim, AES-256 
key and 128 bit IV for each file in the system to be encrypted and a RC4 
key to encrypt the data to be sent to the command control.

Fig 6: RSA key generation

RC4 key is generated with a CRC32 hash of a hardcoded string and GetTickCount() 
concatenated with “europol”. The RSA key is converted to base64 format and attached 
to the information collected on the victim machine. This set of data is encrypted 
using the RC4 mechanism before being sent to the command and control.

File Encryption

GandCrab consists of a list of extensions that are excluded from encryption. This 
list is stored as a xored string which is then decrypted by xoring with 0x5. It 
contains the following hardcoded list of files to be exempted from encryption:

• desktop.ini

• autorun.inf

• ntuser.dat

• iconcache.db

• bootsect.bak

• boot.ini 

• ntuser.dat.log

• thumbs.db

• CRAB-DECRYPT.TXT

GandCrab ransomware then goes onto enumerate all the drives present in 
the system. The program checks if it is a valid drive and if it is not a CD-ROM. 
A separate thread is created for each of the valid drives. The newly created 
threads then enumerate the files and folders in the drive for encryption.
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Fig 7: Enumerate the Drives for Encryption

In the version 2 variant of GandCrab, the ransomware generates a unique RSA key pair for 
each victim system . It also generates an AES key and IV for each file that is to be encrypted. 
Each filename is then converted to the following format <name>.CRAB. The file contents 
are then encrypted with the AES key and IV as chunks of 0x100000 bytes. Then at the 
end of the file the RSA encrypted AES key and IV are appended along with size of file. 

Fig 8: Reading file as chunks of 0x100000 bytes for encryption

Fig 9: Append the encrypted AES key, AES IV and file size to end of file.
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Connecting To Command Control

GandCrab connects to command control twice. First, after the initial information collection 
and verification phase, it tries to connect to the command control to send the labelled 
information. It will wait for 10s before it loops to attempt another connection. The 
execution of the encryption process occurs only if it is able to establish a connection.

Fig 10: String “action=call” first call to command control

The second time a connection is attempted is after the completion of encryption. It 
connects again to send the number of files encrypted, the time taken and other statistics. 

Fig 11: String “action = result” second call to command control

Fig 12: Command Connect call loop to establish connection
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It performs a nslookup and connects to hardcoded domains zonealarm.bit and ransomware.bit

Fig 13: Hardcoded Domain Names

Fig 14: Nslookup commands
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When a connection is established it then sends a request with following fields:

Fig 15: Fields in POST request

Cleanup

Gandcrab removes shadow volume copies on the infected 
system by executing the following commands:

\wbem\wmic.exe shadowcopy delete

\cmd.exe/c vssadmin delete shadows /all /quie

Fig 16: Commands to Delete Shadow Volume Copies hardcoded into binary
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Variant Specific Features

One of the more evident differences among the versions is a 
change in the extensions for the encrypted file. 

• Version 1: .GDCB extension,

• Version 2 and 3: .CRAB extension

• Version 4 : .KRAB extenstion 

The name of the ransom note also changes between the versions as follows:

• Version1: GDCB-DECRYPT.TXT

• Version 2 & 3: CRAB-DECRYPT.TXT 

• Version 4: KRAB-DECRYPT.TXT

Fig 17: Version 2 has file name extension set as .CRAB

Fig 18: Version 1.GDCB as extension Fig 19: Version 4 has .KRAB file extension

While RSA-2048 and AES-256 encryption mechanisms are used until version 3, 
version 4 uses the Salsa20 encryption mechanism for stream ciphers instead of AES 
encryption of the file content. RSA-2048 is still used to encrypt the Salsa20 keys 
generated, and the RSA encrypted Salsa20 keys are appended to the end of the file.
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Upon analyzing the import table for the different versions of the ransomware 
we see that version 4 imports IsDebuggerPresent() from KERNEL32.
DLL unlike its predecessors, which indicates later versions employ or will 
employ anti debugging techniques to make analysis more difficult.

GandCrab also contains many references to those who have acted against 
them or other malware. In version 2 for example, there is reference to fabian 
wosar, europol. In version 4 more references include Daniel J Bernstein, 
developer of the Salsa20 cipher which is used in version 4.

GandCrab Version 5 

The most recent version of GandCrab, 
d77378dcc42b912e514d3bd4466cdda050dda9b57799a6c97f70e8489dd8c8d0, that was 
spotted around September 2018, have some notable changes to the previous versions.

On dynamic analysis of the version 5 we were able to execute the ransomware 
to encrypt the files in the system. The observations from the analysis are:

It encrypted files on a machine without internet connection suggests it 
does not need to establish connection with the command control like 
some of the previous versions to start the encryption process.

It changes the desktop background to show a message indicating 
the files in the system are encrypted with Gandcrab v5.

Fig 20: Desktop Background after encryption
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The folders contains encrypted files of name <Filename>.<extension>.<5 letters> as well as a 
ransom note <5 letters>-DECRYPT.html. On each run random 5 letters are set as the extension.

Fig 21: Folder with encrypted files and ransom note

The html ransom note opens in a browser containing instructions 
to pay the ransom in exchange for key to decrypt.

Fig 22: Html ransom note

Versa detects the latest variant of GandCrab:
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Using Versa to Detect GandCrab 

The following files were tested against the antivirus (AV) engine of Versa 
FlexVNF and were detected as malicious and subsequently rejected. 

Fig 24: GandCrab versions detection logs against AV in FlexVNF

Conclusion

The GandCrab ransomware was first seen in January 2018 and is distributed through multiple 
techniques. The attack by version 1 was thwarted by the decrypter which was released soon after 
detection, and the GandCrab developers have continuously released upgraded versions leading 
to a variety of incarnations with subtle differences in features to prevent detection and rejection. 

Versa Networks unifies and integrates advanced security and networking into 
a cloud-native contextually-aware software stack that delivers SD-WAN and 
security as a fully integrated solution for the WAN and Cloud edge.

The AV engine in Versa FlexVNF can detect the different GandCrab versions as well as 
identify and protect against the various stages of the lifecycle of the GandCrab ransomware. 

If you are interested in understanding more about how Versa Networks can mitigate 
your WAN edge risk, contact us or reach out and request a live demonstration.
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File Hashes

GCv1
0c0def0788b5f946bb2d1a83d883d474550353c98eaffb4456d651cb4bcc3bd9 
69f55139df165bea1fcada0b0174d01240bc40bc21aac4b42992f2e0a0c2ea1d

GCv2
99eb1d90eb5f0d012f35fcc2a7dedd2229312794354843637ebb7f40b74d0809 
846ad2d7e1e133ae4bc2decbc22ae686a44cccaffbee15b4d9b23143f6aa8d3f 
f93379f495ce3c025b8f2ad59779d2de28f00a25b6206572522a71028f925f01

GCv3
8a1e66b4834499dacc24abb27733c387733d919070fc504b14ee865678952559 
e9bfa9691b48a75fa917a37290cb32b02ded3ae60dab4bcd625e8f390fd345a1

GCv4
786e3c693fcdf55466fd6e5446de7cfeb58a4311442e0bc99ce0b0985c77b45d 
ef7b107c93e6d605a618fee82d5aeb2b32e3265999f332f624920911aabe1f23

GCv4.1
06ee45a770fa1a88b62d28059c2c44310f7ff56edbdaf35a0b9c44f2a4e57536 
f5e74d939a5b329dddc94b75bd770d11c8f9cc3a640dccd8dff765b6997809f2

GCv5
d77378dcc42b912e514d3bd4466cdda050dda9b57799a6c97f70e8489dd8c8d0
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